Noun or verb?

Grade 1 Grammar Worksheet

Is it a noun or a verb?

1) Run! The bus is coming. __________

2) Mona looks at the cat. __________

3) Josh and Rob eat a lot of food. __________

4) The dolls are in the toy box. __________

5) Mom wants you to clean the dishes. __________

6) Finish your meal before dessert. __________

7) There is another person in the room. __________

8) The student raises his hand. __________

9) The dog chases the cat. __________

10) Tony plays with his friend. __________

A noun is a person, place or thing. A verb is an action word.
Noun or verb?

Answers

1) **Run!** The bus is coming.  verb__________

2) Mona **looks** at the cat.  verb__________

3) Josh and Rob eat a lot of **food**.  noun__________

4) The **dolls** are in the toy box.  noun__________

5) Mom wants you to **clean** the dishes.  verb__________

6) **Finish** your meal before dessert.  verb__________

7) There is another **person** in the room.  noun__________

8) The student **raises** his hand.  verb__________

9) The **dog** chases the cat.  noun__________

10) Tony **plays** with his friend.  verb__________